
Knowleilge systems anil technological innovations

are øt the heart of Rapid Protoflping,

Rapid Tooling and Rapid Manufacturing



Manufacturing for p rofit
The key to a company's competitiveness, and there-

fore to its profrtability, Ís its ability to move rapidly

from idea to production. Of course, this must not be

to the cost ofthe product's quality, either in terms of
design or functionality. In addition, both development

and production costs have to be kept within reason-

able bounds. Otherwise, there is nothing to be gained

from the rapid introduction ofnew and innovative

products.

But practice has shown that accele¡ating time-to-

märket is no simple matter; the various stages

involved in developing a product don't always f,rt

together well. Unfortunately, this is something that
tends only to become clear during production. There

is still a lot oftruth in the statement that 80 per cent

ofthe cost ofa product is determined by design

choices. So it is vital that design and production

knowledge are integrated. This is something that TNO

Industrial Prototyping, a department ofTNO

Industrial Technology, has recognised. By using know-

ledge systems and technological innovation - in Rapid

Prototyping, Rapid ToolÍng and Rapid Manufacturing -
this Íntegration has now come within reach. 3D colour print¡ng moy sfill be in its ¡nfancy but TNO

IndustrioJ Prototyping has olready developed a 3D colour
pr¡nter with the software to pos¡tion the colours and materials
in any gíven spo¡. Ihis techníque møy have s lot to ollet in
respect of product development anil ptoduct¡on,
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. research

. development

. real¡sat¡on

. advice

. knowledge transfer

Working towards results

The expertise at TNO Industrial Prototyping is based on

the very latest technological advances and on resourceful

professionals who know how to use this knowledge to
solve your practical problems. Experts who look at things
from a different angle, who work towards results and keep

to the schedule and the budget. In a form ofcooperation
that ensures that you will be able to manufacture for
profit.

This cooperation can be expressed in a variety ofways

- through research, development, realisation, advice and

knowledge transfer. Ofcourse, first ofall a proposal will
be drawn up with a plan for a phased approach that limits
the development risks, the costs and a schedule.

What's more, access to TNO Industrial Prototyping means

access to the entire TNO network and the international
networks in which TNO participates. In short, a gateway

to a treasure chest ofapplicable knowledge.
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Right from the outset TNO Industrial prototyping focuses

on how Rapid Prototyping can optimise the manufacture

of complex products. Nowadays TNO Industrial
Prototyping concentrates on Rapid Tooling and Rapid

Manufacturing because both techniques can also make

manufacturing profìtable.

Current and future market needs as well as its own
experience ofvarious new materials and production
techniques are the driving forces behind the conscious
choices that TNO Industrial prototyping has made in
focusing on technologies that offer together or in
combination with the development of new materials
the greatest potency for innovation in Rapid prototyping,

Rapid Tooling and Rapid Manufacturing. These can be

divided into:
- additive technologies: products (end products,

components, moulds and dies) constructed layer by
layer;

- subtractive technologies: products created by the
removal of material layer by layer;

- technology knowledge systems (IT systems that reduce

the need for human intervention).

Prototyping techníques now enable complex support
structures to be generated for tissue format¡on ín
medical applicatíons.

Additive techniques involve among other things multì-
material manufacturing, the combined processing of
various materials into a single product whereby local

specif,ic mechanical and/or physical properties can be

attributed, like electrical conductivity, varying heat

conductors and additional strength or durabilìty.

An example of a subtractive technique for complex
products is high-speed milling. The aim is to introduce
a knowledge system so that the geometrical information
of the product to be manufactured suffices for the machine
to come into action.

These are just a few examples of areas where TNO

Industrial Prototyping constantly invests with companies

in research, development, realisation, advice and

knowledge transfer.
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I(nowledge application as a driving force

TNO Industrial Prototyping contributes to the competitive-

ness of businesses by equipping companies with the
knowledge that enables them to manufacture new and

existing products in the most profitable way.

This knowledge comes from the work that TNO does and

from companies themselves. Experience suggests that the

knowledge within companies tends to be available in a
fragmented way, largely within the heads of a small

number of employees. The downside of this is that the

knowledge is not accessible for everyone, and in the

absence of a particular person, progress can be seriously

delayed. And that makes a company highly vulnerable.

By developing a knowledge system TNO Industrial

Prototyping removes such problems; the knowledge

becomes available to everyone all the time. The systems

are always constructed along modular lines, which fosters

a gradual introduction and allows companies to build up

their knowledge system at their own speed and without
endangering continuity. Once this 'lifeline' is running

through the company, then even more traditional tech-

niques can produce faster and more reliably.

The knowledge systems of TNO Industrial Prototyping will
make it possible in future to generate, for instance, a

mould design fully automatically on the basis of the CAD

files of the product design and the production parameters.

Product mould cavities required for a mould can already be

realised without the need for human intervention. And

this reduces the CAM phase from several hours to just a

few minutes!
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Concept moalels hove enabled, for exømple, the wesro-
bìIity ønil user-friendliness of the borly sensoî to be

exømineil. The boily sensor ís a system comprisíng o

number of sensorc on ahe boily, a unit that temporørily
stores ¡lata ond shows ìnformation on-Iine as well as a

PC ïof petmanent ¡lats storage as well as ilata ønølysis
anil processing, Data that moy relate to pulse, blooil
pressure an¡l movemenL

In order to test the end product (in the market), a high
quality model is necessary, a prototype. This very closely

approximates the final product in terms of size, materials
and properties. The main difference for you is that the
prototype requires no investment in tools and so is much

less of a risk f,rnancially. Prototypes can also be used for a

final check on operation, measurement accuracy and

tolerance as well as provide information on production

and assembly properties.

On the basis of the complexity and the measurements,

TNO Industrial Prototyping can determine which tech-

nique or combination of(rapid and traditional) techniques

is the most suitable. A 3D CAD frle is the starting point
for most techniques, whether you supply this hle yourself
or have it made for you. It is also possible to digitise a

physical product or model with 3D imaging techniques

that make a 3D scan to produce a 3D point cloud. This can

then be converted into information that you can use, as in
FEA and Virtual Reality.

In addition, the point cloud can be compared with the

original 3D CAD model, which enables you to see at a
glance whether your products comply with quality
requrrements.

Rapid Prototyping
Ì

Developments concerning Rapid Prototyping are taking
two routes. On the one hand, there is a need for extremely
cheap models while, on the other hand, there is a need for
hybrid prototypes, high-quality models that are composed

of various materials.

In the first category are the concept models that allow
you to check whether an idea has been properly translated
intla product design at an early stage ofthe development
process. A tangible model makes it much easier to make an

assessment than a picture on screen or on paper and,

what's more, it facilitates communication between the

various parties involved. It also enables design variations
to be assessed and roughly verify whether the various

components of a device or a machine will fit the casing

and, if so, whether they are logically positioned.

High quality models that are composed of various materi-
als are particularly well suited as a functional model. This
allows the mechanical, electronic, chemical and thermal
properties of a new product to be tested.
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A large number of technologies have been combíned
in thís compact 'talkíng ba.rcode scanner' for the
blind and partially síghted. Concept models snd
a zero seríes were made during tlrc development
process.

Thís device is able to measure the adhesive

strength ofvíscous liquÍds. TNO developed

the mo.chine, pro¡lucing thrce of them for
pract¡cal tests.

The point cloud of o scanned
product is comporcd wíth
the original CAD model.

The points indicate specific
measurcments.

Coloured patterns reveal the
course oî the deviation in 3D.
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Given the developments in Rapid Manufacturing (see page

10), it is expected that in the future tools will only be used

for the manulacture of large quantities of multi-com-

ponent products. And such tools will have to meet very

stringent requirements in terms of surface quality, shape

and positional precision, and durability. TNO Industrial

Prototyping has extensive experience with direct and

indirect rapid tooling based on LMT (Layer Manufacturing

Technologies). There is a growing focus towards the use

ofconformal cooling. This can be achieved by the

application of additive technologies in combination with
High Speed Milling, whereby the milling finishing is

controlled by 3D imaging. TNO Industrial Prototyping is

also investigating the potential of graded materials, the

local application of specific mechanical or physical

properties through varying the materiaÌs used.

All this experience is being incorporated in knowledge

systems which enable the transformation from product

geometry to production to be achieved rapidly.



TNo ltldtlstt'¡ol Techrtology hos developecl FIashMILL, a softlue poclcage thút Ìs bose(l oil tlrc d¡gital
geonetl y ol tlrc itetr to be mutufacüÍecl ctncl alloLs milling pühs to be genet ated norc o¡ less

outotltltically. Sínce the design atñ stt ucture of FIoshMILL is uniyer snl, t whole range of cofitbinntions
betweetr CAM paclTges, cuttitry eqtúpment iltd nU:.chiiles is possible. llsers cutl etsily ulrl Lheü own
experíetrces to tlte NC clde, wllich is pattictlafly rcIevnt for ct¡ticll elements like very deep ond
trctrrow slotsgrooves. FlashMILL enables the ptofessionol fofocts his lrrto|ledge uttl experierrce ort

tltis by alloling solne 80 per cent of ilte lflbout'-íntensive v¿orl< to be done ot the touch of a button.

TNO Industrial Protoryping responded as an índependent porty to

Erícsson Mobile Communiútiofr's tequest to investígote the possilrilifies
o.flered by 13 diÍÍerent fechnigues to produce a mould dírectly J-rom
product design for the die-costinr of magnesium frames LJp tíll now,

knowledge of this technique hrd so far been límíted to the monufactne
of moulds for plastic products



Rapid Manufacturing

There may be times when you need only one or a just a

limited number of a product or machine. Or maybe you

want to adapt your products constantly to individual

customer requirements. Rapid Manufacturing provides

an attractive alternative to traditional manufacturing

for a limited number of compiex items and low volume

series (up to several thousand). On top ofthat, Rapid

Manufacturing lets you add more functions to the product

than traditional production does-

Developments are charging ahead at incredible speed.

What may not have been possible yesterday and today

might be there tomorrow. TNO Industrial Prototyping

is training the arrows ofÍts research particularly on

micro-extrusion and 3D printing (3DP). In due course

these techniques will be particularly suitable for Rapid

Manufacturing because they will enable products to be

manufactured very accurately from various materials.

The nice thÍng about the new production techniques is

that they give desÍgners and engineers more freedom from

a geometrical and functional perspective than traditional
production techniques can. TNO Industrial Prototyping can

tell you exactly what at this moment is the best produc-

tion method for your end product and what this offers in

terms of possibilities for your product design.

Us¡ng Selectíve Laser Sintering ISIS) and Fused

D epositioninç M odellíng (FDM ) functional components
are mad.e .for voríous hand tools with dust extraction.
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Rapkl Mailrfacûn irrg ilnlrcs if possíDle

to nlãttilfflctu'e, witlr t greot degrce

of freerlonr, conl plex ad.iustilt e nt
lnechcllisnrs as a single cornporrctlt.

Ihis slrolteils tlrc time and reduces the

costs, TNO lttts tttule a ttmnber of
exrunples o.f thís mechftilistrl dírcct

fr oill 3D CAD.

Mnking tlentd eletneilts is still Iûùoüt'intensive rvorlr ilrvolvirrg
t tnn¡tber of partics. Togetlrcr w¡th e.Lab B.V. 1NO Indltsfr¡íl
Prototypiilg is developirlg a metlrcd rylrcrcby iL is possible fo
provide a deJinitive dental elemeilt for sonleoile in c sirrgle
session. fhis nrethod is basetl on the knolledge system uú
3D inrngirrg, the convet sioil of ilfot nntion on plrysictl objects

iltd etvironnlents iilto digítol iltodels.
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TNo I fnowledge for business

TNO I ndustrial Technolos/ develops i nnovat¡ve

products and processes by undertaking

projects together with its clients and

translating the knowledge that is generated in

the field of product development, production

processes and the application of materials

into practical solutions. Which makes TNO

lndustrial Technology an attract¡ve paftner for

industry.

TNO lndustr¡a¡ Technology

lndustrial Prototyping Department

T +31 40 265 06 27

+31 40 265 04 13

F +31 40 265 07 69

E n.d¡jkshoorn@ind.tno.nl

j.dekievit@ind.tno.nl

Yis¡tors address

De Rondom 1

5672 AP Eindhoven

The Netherlands

Coffespondence address

PO Box 6235

5600 HE Eindhoven

The Netherlands

www. ind.tno.nl


